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zDynaCap® - z/OS Capacity Balancing and Dynamic Capping
Benefits


Presents only the relevant information for
accounting and capacity planning



Easy integration to your environment



Reduced manual effort with automated
processing and reports



SQL can be used to process the data



Low license cost

Features


Extracts all SMF data used for accounting
and capacity planning



Stores the extracted data in DB2 tables



Offers a graphical component to present
the data

An Efficient Solution to Mainframe SMF Analysis
Cost analysis and capacity planning are constants for managers
of mainframe-based data centres. The IT director must confirm
the computing resources an organisation needs, when these are
needed, and justify why the cost estimates regularly change.
Through capacity planning, IT organizations are assessing the
service levels defined by the customer that they provide. To
optimise hardware and software utilization, it must be ensured
that the workloads are within the size and capacity of the
computer configuration used. Measurement of workload and
determination of the utilization is the basis for capacity planning.
Information on resource consumption, workload, service, users,
etc. is taken from logs provided by z/OS. SMF-Tracker delivers
the necessary data for cost allocation and capacity planning,
providing the necessary tools in the evaluation, interpretation and
presentation of this data.
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SMF-Tracker offers significant benefits:

- It extracts only the information which is required for
accounting or capacity purposes and standardizes the
presentation of various fields.

- It offers a series of functions for further processing of the
extracted data.

- It uses modern resources to process the data: C programs,
DB2 tables, SQL, Java, graphical output on desktop, etc.

- The output in DB2 tables simplifies the integration or
transfer to secondary applications.

- SMF-Tracker reduces CPU-overhead and runtime during
the extraction process, through its efficient program
architecture.

Related products:

How does SMF-Tracker work?
The task comprises of three parts:

P-Tracker
Program Monitor for Asset Management

1. Data extraction from logs
2. Allocation of recorded resource consumption to clients,
cost centers, etc.
3. Preparation and graphical representation

- Logs all program calls and each module call
on a z/OS operation system including
program calls under CICS and IMS
- The logging process uses very low system
resources
- It stores the output into DB2 tables or
sequential datasets for further processing in
analysis summary reports
- The included ISPF interface offers an easy
handling of the product
- It is possible to identify a complete calling
chain with the created call sequences

- Create ad hoc, or scheduled reports with the
gathered data – licensed and in-house
software

For more information, see our partner
at www.MainframeTracker.com

SMF-Tracker consists of the following three components:
Extractor extracts data from logs, homogenizes the fields (e.g.
all times are scaled to seconds) and writes to DB2 tables
Correlator maps the resource consumption recorded by
extractor to the organizational structure of the company departments, cost centers, clients, etc. The Correlator
requires some customization work during implementation
dependant on the company environment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT

Viewer selects and presents tables and graphs on a
workstation/PC, and communicates with DB2 via a COM
server.

Information and Data Sources of Tracker

3259 Progress Drive
UCF Research Park
Orlando, Florida 32826 USA
Toll Free: 1-866-GO-4-ESAI
(1-866-464-3724)
Web: www.ESAIGroup.com/products

For Accounting Tracker calculates: CPU time per batch job,
CPU time per CICS transaction, including CPU time under DB2;
the CPU time per IMS transaction; as well as the number of
printed pages and rows per job, per OUTPUTCLASS and per
OUTPUT subsystem.
For Capacity Planning Tracker determines CPU utilization,
resource consumption per Service Class and the quality of goal
fulfillment according to “Goals”.
The data necessary for this originates from SMF and IMF logs.

